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Perigon HD Digital Mirror Raises Over $41K with Three Days Left in
Kickstarter Campaign

The blind spot eliminating digital mirror also supports picture-in-picture functionality for
drivers to add different cameras for additional views

Milpitas, CA (PRWEB) July 13, 2016 -- Originally designed for racecars, the Perigon Automotive Technology
team expanded the use of their digital mirrors for personal road vehicles to help eliminate blind spots with a
wider view and real-time imaging. Perigon HD Digital Mirrors have been available on Kickstarter for the past
month and have raised over $41K with a total of 155 early adopters.

While inclement weather can make it hard for drivers to see out of all their mirrors, Perigon has features that
make it easier to see in even the toughest of weather conditions. Perigon uses VisionClear™ technology to
enhance visibility in foggy or misty conditions and the weatherproof automotive grade camera is waterproof
and works in extreme temperatures from -40º to 185ºF.

“We are taking note of every suggestion and comment that we receive from our supporters. We’re very
appreciative of all the feedback and learning what supporters want to see in our products,” said project creator
Jerry Hsu. “From new drivers to Uber drivers and commuters, Perigon is incredibly easy to install and can help
increase range of vision to reduce the chances of getting in an accident.”

Perigon has a proprietary, auto-grade HD video screen that enhances visibility, ensuring a brighter and much
clearer view than standard mirrors. To install Perigon, it’s as easy as clipping it to the existing rear view mirror
of any vehicle, while the camera easily mounts to any style rear window. Alternatively, the waterproof camera
can be mounted on your vehicle exterior in the included housing that is provided.

Perigon’s Kickstarter campaign will run until Saturday, July 16. There are multiple rewards available, including
a limited amount of Perigon HD Digital Mirrors that supporters can pre-order for $250, which is nearly $200
off the future retail price. For more information about the campaign and how to pre-order a Perigon HD Digital
Mirror, visit http://bit.ly/PerigonKS.

ABOUT PERIGON AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY

Perigon Automotive Technology is based out of Milpitas, California and focuses on providing a quality
solution to a driving problem that the modern world faces. At Perigon, we pride ourselves on bringing our
solutions to life through top-quality products. For more information, visit http://bit.ly/WinPerigon.
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Contact Information
Stephanie Spaulding
Perigon Automotive Technology
http://bit.ly/PerigonKS
+1 9194142710

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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